
From concept sketch to presentation rendering 
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Design Development Sketch 
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PLANO GERAL 



MASTER PLAN 
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Grading Plan 

Shows earth movement drainage, and spol elevations of 
structures. 30% of actual size 



TERRAPLENAGEM 



Grading Plan 

Shows earth movement drainage, and spol elevations of 
structures. 30% of actual size 



ELEMENTOS CONSTRUIDOS 



Layout Plan 

Sticks location, size, shape, 
dimensions, and materials 
of structural elements. 
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REDE DE IRRIGACAO 



Irrigation Plan 

Stiows type, size, and location of conduit, heads, valves, sleeves, 
and other elements of the irrigation system. 40% of actual size 
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DETALHES CONSTRUTIVOS 



Construction Details Usually expanded sections and plans, this kind Of working dfawing 
shews the detailed components ot structures, including interna! 
elements, and how they go togclher. 

33% of actual size 



PLANTIO 



Preliminary Planting 
Design Drawing 

Rough freehand drawing that explores 
the optimum selection, location, and 
combination of plants 

A true planting plan for installation will 
be derived from this. 
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Planting Plans Final document used for installation of plant materials. 
Precise local ions are shown. 
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30% of actual size 
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MATERIAL DE DESENHO 
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Some Symbols for Practice 

Concept diagrams can be done with any freeflowing media, such 
as a 6B pencil, felt tip pens, or colored markers Using the marker 
suggestions given in the previous chapter, try reproducing these 
var.ous graphic symbols. Remember to put down a backing sheet. 

For toning areas, first define with a narrower felt tip penf then fit! in 
with even, parallel strokes of a wide-tip marker. You may need to 
trim out the edges if a precise infill is desired 

For directional signatures, start with wide, broken strokes ot a 
colored marker, then outline with thick and thin felt tip pens using a 
technique similar to that for title lettering (see page 43). 

For narrower lines change the marker grip to place the narrow 
edge on the paper. 

Try vertical and horizontal strokes joined in a continuous 
movement—with no change of grip. You may need to change your 
body position to get a smooth curving symbol. 

Paral'el or radiating strokes of consistent width are effective 
symbols for landscape barriers 

On the following pages are just a few of the many abstract graphic 
language elements which have meaning for conceptual design. 
Using any of these symbols, try exercise 17. 

CONCEPT DHAWINGS 



Non-lineal Symbols 

Activity areas, use zones, functional spaces 

Activity or 
circulation nodes 

Static Lineal Symbols 

U0^%m 
Functional edges: 
Barriers, screens, walls 

Noise zones 

Ecological edges: 
Forested areas 
Cliff area 



Active lineal Symbols 

Automobile circulation 
Pedestrian circulation 
Access points 
View direction 
Wind direction 
Ecological processes 
Movement of anything 

CONCEPT OR/uVlNGS 



North Indication and Scale 

Both north indication and scale must be drawn onto all landscape 
plans Often they are integrated into a combined graphic element. 

North indications should: 

1 Be simple, unobtrusive, yet easy to find. 

2 Have a prominent, Straight Shaft portion. 

3. Point straight up, it possible, and always at some angle above 
horizontal 

4 Never point down 

The north indication is usually placed dose to the scale and 
Sometimes integrated with a graphic scale, ft is usually placed 
near the bottom or the right side of the sheet and often in the title 
block area 

Graphic scales 
The value of a graphic scale is that it retains its true relationship to 
the drawing in the event the drawings are reduced or enlarged 
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LETRAS EXPRESSIVAS 
Freehand Lettering 

Fwehand tides and Subtitles requiring larger lelters can be 
accomplished with markers and felt tip pens Th s techn que is 
good For scnemat c and preliminary drawings on marker paper Put 
the Freehand Outlining techniques shown can be adaplert So other 
media. 

Begin with guidelines about VA inches apart 

Hold the marker (jently Make some letters, checking these 
pomsers as you go: 

* The entire tip edge touches the paper 
* The edge is aligned vertically ail tht? lima tor vertrcai diagonal, 

and circular strokes 
* The marker is not rotated with the lingers, which would tip the 

marking suilace onto its point or the heel 
* Neither arm nor body are rotated 
* The lelinrs am made with a light touch, lotting the edge or the 

marker create line width changes 
* The toe and heel do not esrtond ovci horizontal guidelines 
* Vertical strokes are consistently vertical Use light vertical 

guidelines if necessary 
i Smaller letters u:m Ihe small erfgn the tip nf thr marks* 

Try gau raises 15 and 16. Bui First chuck Chapter 5 for correct letter 
shapes 

FREEHAND DRAWING 
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ARVORES 



Trees with Foliage Texture 

Flower doodles 

A simple shape is repealed around the edge and piled 
up on the shaded side to give an appearance ol 
round ness. 

Leave a large area of 
each tree symbol 
uncluttered by detail. *' * •* 
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* t V Star doodles 

Linked Us 

Loose squlggles with 
thick and thin lines 

Square-shaped doodles 
Dots or stipple marks 

Hatch lines to show palm 
fronds 
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Circle doodles 
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Trees with Branch Patterns 

Good for showing winter effects or layering other symbols 
underneath, this kind of symbol is also easy to color. 

Five main branch spokes looks most natural Make sure 
that any thickened center becomes gradually thinner 
toward the edge 

Smooth curved lines 

Forks 

Lightning 

Simple straight lines 

Many lines toward the 
outside defines the edge. 

Angular lines 

Irregular bumpy lines 

When only a few branches are 
shown the outside of the symbol 
may need some edge definition. 
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Grass-like plants 

Jagged strokes 
penetrating the circle 

Good tor shrubs with 
needle-like or pointed 
foliage, such as conifers 
and other sharp-leaved 
evergreens. 

Two or three rows on 
one side for showing 
round ness 

Conifers 
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Ground Covers 

Large areas of grass may be Jett 
untextured or shown with a stipple pattern 
of dots near the edges For smaller areas 
where a denser tone is desired, the 
patterns shown here may work 

A tast method to obtain consistent rows is 
to tape two triangles together, leaving a 
small gap of 14-inch to Vi-inch Choose a 
doodle and quickly stroke between the 
triangles. 

Best results are obtained by Keeping rows 
horizontal and parallel Make sure that 
successive rows touch or overlap slightly 
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Landform 

irregularly spaced fine lines run 
perpendicular to contour lines or 
contour dole. This is a fast technique 
and therefore good for larger areas of 
sloping landform. 

Escarpments can 
be indicated by 
varying the 
thickness of lines 
and line spacing. 

Closely spaced lines 
running directly down the 
slope. Oo not show the 
Contour lines. These are 
good for small areas 
needing dense tone but are 
VerY time-con sum fng to 
draw. 
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|V Sm*JI stipples or dots. Use contour 
guidelines and place dots along 
the uphill side of the guideline. 
Gradually widen the spacing 
between the dots. This pattern is 
also very time-consuming. 



USO EXPRESSIVO DOS MATERIAIS 



Rocks 

Angular rocks. Vary the sizes 
Use thick and thin tines. 

.. Rounded boulders. Draw with smooth 
thick and thin lines. Offset the loops. 
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Flat, layered rocks. Show overlapping. 
Pile up lines along the edges. Keep 
lines directional to show stratification. 

presentation plans 



Water 

Natural waterways, such 
as pends, lakes, and 
streams can be left 
white. The addition of 
smooth, flowing lines 
near the edges give a 
hint of motion. 
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Paving 

Random cut 
f tag stone. Make 
each unit with three 
to five sides. 

Aggregate. 
Smail circles 
of varying 
size. 

Concrete with 
dividers 

Cobbles Rectangular stone 
with round or 
square corners. 

Keep spacing 
between the 
units even. 

AH paving types on this page are freehand examp es. 

PRESENTATION PLANS 
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Freehand Buildings 

Quicker than drafted buddings, freehand 
structures are permissible it accuracy is 
not Critical 

Roof shading is effective on larger-scale 
plans where ground details are less 
important Leave buildings simple on 
small-scale plans. Use guidelines or graph 
paper. 

Avoid rool patterns if large overhangs exist 

Roof shading adds a three- 
dimensional quality and 
indicates light direction. 



Composite Shadows 

raised planter cast as steps descend, 
longer shadows. 

Light 
direction 

Larger tree has 
larger shadow. 

111 
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A PLANTA 



Landscape Plan 
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30% of actual size 
Medium. Pencil on Mylar 
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Darkest tones 
should tie kept for 
Stria Mer areas. 

Medium tones 
contrast with darker 
tones. ■ ,'j 

WMm’. 

Tone Contrast 
and Balance 

These techniques are time- 
consuming and shoutd only be 
used when the plan must read wefl 
withoul color 

Large area of unlextured surface 
may be needed to balance areas 
of dense tone. 

Trees in planting beds can be 
drawn with a simple, bold 
outline to show layering of 
plants underneath. 

Whan ground covers are heavily 
toned, the shrub groups can be 
lefi white for contrast- 
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Section-elevations 

The relat-onstiip of a section-elevalioo to a landscape plan is 
demonstrated here by si eng a landform vertically with a large 
cleaver When itie pieces are pulled apart, a cross section is 
revealed 

SECT lON-£L£ VATlOhtS 



Drawing a Section from a Plan 

1 On an Overlay draw a cut tine (AA) 
through the area to be shewn in section 
Us.ng known vertical information, place 
marks on the line corresponding to 
each vertical elevation In mis case 
each contour line represents five more 
feet above the pond level 

2 Remove (he overlay and construct a 
senes of horizontal lines above (and 
below) to represent even increments ot 
vertical change. You may use (he same 
scale or one which multiplies the 
horizontal scale by 1 5 or 2 tor 
exaggeration At each mark on ihe 
base line, draw a vertical guideline and 
man* with a dot where it intersects the 
correct elevation Join the dots 

3. On another overlay, sketch the 
appropriate landscape features at their 
correct heights. Make the section line 
bofd. 
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Section-elevation Characteristics 

The section-elevation shows the cut surface and/or the profile line 
plus tnje-to-scale elements a selected distance beyond the profile 
line, it is up to the graphic artist to decide hew much to show 
beyond, but normally the closer objects have bolder lines with 
ample detail and distant objects, it shown at all, rendered as lighter 
outline shapes. This can be accomplished by using ink for closer 
elements and pencil for middl eg round and distant elements, 
especially it making diazo prints from the finished drawing. 

The two essential characteristics of a landscape section are: 

1. A bold, prominent profile line. 

2 All vertical features drawn a! the same scale, no matter how far 
they are from this profile line. 

This makes the section very easy to draw. It can be related to a 
corresponding plan view by labeling on the section fe.g., section 
through fishing pier) or a cut line showing view direction on the 
plan. 
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Section Sketch 
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Section Drawing Artificial: rock made of- 
gunite/can be washed down. 
Provide plant holes for shrubs. 
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2. To communicate hidden elements in plan view. 
Caves, overhangs, depths erf water, and und erg round features are 
some of the elements that are impossible to show in plan view. 

SECTION-ELEVATIONS 
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Outline Trees with Branching 

Also quick, this sketch technique takes one to two minutes 
per tree. 

Use ii to capture form and an abstraction of branches 

Place in middleground ot preliminary sketches, 

Medium: Felt tip pen on marker paper 
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Shrubs 

Use similar techniques as shewn for trees: quick 
outline branched forms., and textured shapes to 
show foliage or henries. The more detailed 
elements should be placed in the foreground, 
the simpler shapes in the miodleg round. 

Medium: Felt tip pen cm smooth paper 

graphc symbol file 140 
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Fast People 

A very simple method ot drawing people is to begin with the 
head (1); add the angular trunk (2), leavsng a gap for the 
neck. Then make quick strokes for the arms and legs (3). 

Some other tast people are shown to the right of the 
sequence A diagonal shading technique with stick tegs 
gives a dark shape that is good for light backgrounds. Heads 
may be solid or open Legs can be tapered or made as long 
rectangles. 

These figures are ideal for quick preliminary sketches or for 
the back of the middleground in any style of sketch 

For more finished sketches, the middleground figures need lo 
have a little more detail, as shown below All adult eyes align 
on the horizon fine—no matter how large the people are 
drawn. 

Build up a file of people cut from magazines and trace them 
into your perspective drawings. 

GRAPHIC SYMBOL FILE 



People 
Placement and Composition 
People bring a drawing to life and express the functional values of 
the space. In perspectives, they also emphasize depth level 
change, and the scale of the environment. 

Use these hints to guide the placement and choice of figure types 

Foreground figures may obscure 
important landscape elements, 
so avoid them or use them 
sparingly near the edge. 

Put more than jiust one solitary 
figure in a drawing. Use figures 
in groups, with overlapping. 

Figures 
standing 
above the 
ground plane 
have thetr eyes 
above the 
horizon line. 

Most standing adults will have 
their eyes on the eye line. 

Background figures 
should be simplified. 

Indicate activity and 
interaction between 
figures by articulating 
arms and legs. 

Avold locating people at the 
exact center or where they will 
compete with the focus. 

4* 

Sitting figures and children have 
their eyes below the horizon 
line. 

/ 

delate figures to thefr context. Show them leaning, sitting, climbing, or otherwise posed. 



A PERSPECTIVA 



9. Draw vanishing lines 

Draw four lines which connect the vanishing point to the top 
and bottom of the left and right verticals 

10, Find depth or distance lines 
Draw another person at the correct Traction (one-half, one- 
fourth, one-fifth) of the original person to simulate the back of 
the space tn this case, the back of the space is two times the 
distance from the viewer as the front of the space. Draw the 
person one-half the original size, keeping the head on the 
horizon line. 

11 f^,in 1he ground line at the back of the space by drawing a 
_ nzontai line at the feet of the person in back 
i his is GL 40. 

12. Draw the remaining back of the space 
Where the back ground Fine intersects with the vanishing lines, 
draw two more verticals to represent the back corners of the 
space. 

13. Redraw the space. 
On an overlay, draw the essential edges of the space— 
omitting hidden lines and construction lines. 

Once you have completed a very simple space like this, you can 
add complexities and entourage Use fractions of a person to get 
smaller objects, such as benches, low walls and shrubs Add to 
this space two fifteen-foot-high (rees anywhere. Now add a box 
{'wo-and-a-half feet high, five-feet wide, and any length, anywhere 
Place these elements within the space by first visualizing a five-foot 
person standing at that location. The element will be a multiple or a 
faction of that person Redo exercise 39 and compare »t with your 
first try. 
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Perspectives from Slides of a Plan 

1. Take several photographs at various angles to simulate a birdk- 
eye view of your plan. Frame the plan to fill the viewfinder. 

2. Project the slide onto a sheet of tracing paper and adjust the 
image size for tracing. This will be much easier it you can set up 
a reverse projection where the slide is rn the projector 
backwards and is projected onio the back side of a clear 
glass surface, 

APPENDIX III 



3. Trace the essential edges and objects. Throughout the space 
draw >n some scale figures with heights in correct proportion to 
the width of the plan elements they are standing next to. 

4. Project vertical lines from alf important corners and use the 
proportional method to get correct heights of all objects in the 
space 

1 
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Development Sketch 

Medium: Felt tip pen on tracing paper 

View from Prospect Street 



Overhead Plane, Ground Plane, and 
Vertical Plane 
A balance ot all three planes conveys a 
greater sense of spatial organization. 

Overhead planes are usually in 
the foreground or middles round 
and create a sense of enclosure- 

Vertical planes can he defined 
loosely by vegetation or more 
solidly with structures. 

■■v.S. 

Ground planes can be defined 
by directional patterns which 
show textures, ground shapes 
and edges. Make these patterns 
contiguous Avoid isolated 
doodles. 

Medium: Felt lip pen on marker paper 

173 
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